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“It's not the most intellectual job in 
the world, but I do have to know 
the letters.” 

-Vanna White 





Entropy of Printed English 



One bit per letter?  
Modern databases allow us to study 
written language with huge datasets. 
 

Shannon only examined block entropies 
of letters. What about other levels of 
organization present in language? 



1. Count n-grams  

2. Infer probabilities from frequencies 

3. Block entropies:  H (L) = − Pr(sL )log2 Pr(s
L )

SL∈AL∑

4. Block entropy rates:  ΔH (L) = H (L)−H (L −1)

Database Methods 













Just how big of a problem is 
sampling error? 

Norvig’s database includes 
3,563,505,777,820 letters.  
 
 Possible N-grams exceed the 
size of the database at N = 9.  
 
 …Pretty big problem.  



“Words, words, words.”  

Construct a symmetric matrix M. 
 
Rows and columns are indexed by words. The entry Mij 
counts how often word wi and wj co-occur within a 
distance d in a given text. 

-Hamlet, Act 2 

Auto correlation functions examine long-range 
correlations in written text.  







“Syntax…has been restored to the 
highest place in the republic.” 
 -John Steinbeck 

Eight parts of speech, with specific rules. 
 
 



Context Free ε-Machines? 

Context free grammars 
are parse trees 
designed around rules, 
terminals and non-
terminals.  

They are used effectively in formal language to reject 
sentences built incorrectly.  



Difficulties in generation: 

Clause structure gives subject (NP) + 
predicate (VP).  
 
Diversity of noun phrases? 

Determiners: the, some, my 
Noun adjuncts: a college student 
Infinitive phrases: to sing well 
And more. 
 
  

Still a significant alphabet reduction.  



Chatter bot? 
Given a sample, the bot counts N-grams and builds 
conditional probability distributions.  
For length N, the bot randomly samples the probability 
distribution of tokens at N + 1.  
 

Match to sample improves as N increases.  

Trade off: small sample size and large N simply 
reproduces segments of text, rearranged.  



H. P. Lovecraft 
N = 2:  

 ed ing em th had then yiners. an ithome se unt whosecto cur 
 putch eprate of thiscie, hathe not rand but thic arrat wasen, th the 
 stude hily tomed, arts ing asird las shose mr. he agodit.  

N = 4:  
 inted to themself would ancient complex, even tumuli, which 
 were seldom was known shelves, true storillare punge precians 
 about bring the new-four eyes about of his could his possibility 

N = 6:  
 the books the grey membrane rolls back on the most made, and 
 here some charles’s noticed that terrible by little had been my 
 brain that the backs others lurking in the end to the alienists 



Jane Austen 
N = 2:  

 ho!--ither for he mords quaid le on elf man voling 
 exprouloverescomence onny pure ince, the beinnot and not 
 lifes of mot.empactel!  

N = 4:  
 i assurance thoughts as you must like hide found liable. but i to 
 impatiencies about their confide in these easy time been, or 
 batest indeed, and elings her. 

N = 7:  
 prejudiced again; but so think it influence on the sound apeice 
 to take him never was greatly, very bright at hartfield; 
 acknowledge that spirit, every sentence 



Shakespeare 
N = 4:  

 thy sworn dare my bucking, as than speak our coast hath base 
 you lord.- wherefore, undone. me? base you now- who ham. o 
 my lord the gross. 'tis trumpet!  

N = 7:  
 suffolk's cloud, and cull'd the lord i have seen the king; hear 
 them lie till i rouse yesterday suspire, are thine until he be she?  
 julia. what title to alter not at all?  

N = 9:  
 act v. scene i. petruchio. nay, he must not know why i should a 
 villain. believe' said she's gone, thou art hermione. 



Work to do. 
• Minimize sampling error to improve measurement of block 

entropies.  

• Reproduce auto-correlation functions, compare power law 
fit with additional samples. 

• Work on a syntax-based Markov machine.  
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